Eastward Way
Clifton Dock Road
Northeast Harbor
Beds/Baths: 8 / 6
Party Size: 10
Setting: Water View, Village
Pets: Considered
Price: $8000-$11,500/wk
Classic home, gardens, and views!

Description:
This classic Maine cottage, lovingly maintained since its inception in the late 1800s, sits at the entrance to Northeast Harbor
near Clifton Dock. Enjoy the sights and sounds of the active harbor and picturesque views of Bear Island and Eastward Way
from the home's spacious wrap-around porch overlooking the gardens that frame the property. Take a very short stroll into
the village for the morning paper and a blueberry muffin; all are possible from this wonderful property! There's plenty of room
for multi-generations to gather, ample space for entertaining, and lots to see and do nearby-- making Eastward Way a true
Maine vacation home and a wonderful spot to spend your summer vacation for years to come.
FIRST FLOOR: Ascend the steps to the wrap-around porch and enter Eastward Way through its enclosed Sun Room. From
here, find a large Living Room with water views, a working fireplace and lots of seating areas. This space opens to the
"Family Nook"-- generously proportioned in spite of its name, and offering a well-stocked library and another fireplace, along
with space to gather for tv watching or to play a board game. The adjacent Dining Room with fireplace easily seats up to 14
at two separate tables. The large Kitchen has casual, island-seating for six and offers multiples of nearly every appliance.
Two pantries provide LOTS of glassware, pots, pans and dinnerware, making cooking and entertaining at Eastward Way a
breeze. One of the pantries houses the washer and dryer. Find a Bath with separate shower on this level as well.
SECOND FLOOR: Master Bedroom with queen bed and water views, with detached Full Bath with tub and shower. Bedroom
with a queen bed and water views with direct access to Full Bath with tub only. Bedroom with full bed and balcony with water
views. Two more Bedrooms on this level; one with queen bed and other with a set of twins. Full Bath with tub and shower.
THIRD FLOOR: Bedroom with queen bed and wonderful views. Full Bath with shower only. Bedroom with twin beds.
Bedroom with single bed. Full Bath with tub and afterthought shower.
DECK: Lovely wrap-around porch with awning and furnishings.

The Knowles Company One Summit Road, Northeast Harbor, ME 04662-0367 (207) 276-3322
www.knowlesco.com info@knowlesco.com
Note: Knowles Company rental agents represent the owners of rental properties and have a fiduciary duty to them. While
every effort is made to ensure that this list is accurate and up to date, property characteristics, prices, and availability are
subject to change without notice.
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